
 

 

Philips HomeRun
Mop pads for HomeRun 
Vac and Mop robots

4 x microfibre mop pads
Washable (max. 60 degrees)
Compatible with XU7000, 
XU7100
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Removes more fine dust 

than vacuuming alone
Use the washable, microfibre mop pad on your HomeRun Vacuum and Mop Robot 7000 
Series Aqua to tackle the fine layer of dust that builds up on floors every day, so that the 
soles of your feet will stay clean even if you walk around barefoot.

Come home to a complete clean every day
• Removes more fine dust than vacuuming alone*
• Hygienically pristine
• Removes foot prints gently yet effectively*
• Pre-wet the mop for optimal results

Washable and reusable mop pads
• Washable and reusable mop pads
• Replace every 3-6 months



 Washable mop pads
The microfibre mop pads are machine-washable at 
maximum 60 degrees Celsius and easy to attach and 
remove. It is recommended to wash the mop after 
every cleaning run.

Removal of fine dust
Use the replacement mop pad on your Philips 
HomeRun Vacuum and Mop Robot 7000 Series 
Aqua. The robot vacuums and mops hard floors in 
one go to tackle the fine layer of dust that builds up 
on floors every day. Removing more fine dust than 
vacuuming alone, so the soles of your feet will stay 
clean even if you walk around barefoot.

Replace after 3-6 months
The durable mop pads are designed to be used for a 
daily wet and dry deep cleaning of your floors. 
Replace every 3-6 months to maintain your robot's 
optimal cleaning performance. The HomeRun app 
will give reminders when the mop needs to be 
replaced.

Hygienic clean
The mop pad is made of microfibres to remove 
99.99% of bacteria caused by germ carriers like dirty 
shoes and pet hairs.

Compatible with vibrating mop
The mop pad is compatible with the vibrating mop of 
the HomeRun Vacuum and Mop Robot 7000 Series 
Aqua. The soft microfibre material gently loosens, 
lifts and absorbs dust and dirt. It has been particularly 
designed to clean delicate surfaces such as wooden 
floors. It removes foot prints gently yet effectively.

Tip to pre-wet
Before you start the robot on its cleaning run, pre-
wet the mop for optimal results.
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Highlights

* When used on a Philips HomeRun Vacuum and Mop Robot 7000 
Series Aqua
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Mop pads for Vacuum and Mop Robots
• Number of mop pads: 4
• Washable and reusable pads: Yes, replace every 3-

6 months
• Machine-washable mop pads: Yes, max. 60 degrees 

Celsius
• Suitable for HomeRun Vacuum and Mop Robot 

7000 Series Aqua: XU7100/01, XU7100/02, 
XU7000/01, XU7000/02

•

Specifications
Mop pads for HomeRun Vac and Mop robots
4 x microfibre mop pads Washable (max. 60 degrees), Compatible with XU7000, XU7100
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